
12" & 18" CIRCLES

Production Lead Time: 3 days from final proof approval Production Lead Time: 3 days from final proof approval

OUTDOOR SURFACE TAC
Designed for walkable and drivable surfaces, 
Surface Tac is perfect for outdoor use.

 - Artwork is printed on durable, no-tear and scratch-resistant 
high-tack surface film
 - Rounded corners for a finished look
 - Certified slip resistant (ASTM D-2047)
 - Different artwork can be applied to each circle
 - Custom sizes and shapes available (call for quote; 
restrictions may apply)

INDOOR SURFACE GRIP
This temporary floor or wall decal works on a variety of  
surface types, even carpet.

 - Textured matte vinyl with fabric backing and solvent acrylic adhesive
 - Rounded corners for a finished look
 - Easy to apply and remove
 - Different artwork can be applied to each circle
 - One-year warranty when used on walls; 30-day warranty when used on floors
 - Certified slip resistant (UL410)
 - Custom sizes and shapes available (call for quote; restrictions may apply)

SHOWDOWNDISPLAYS.COM · INFO@SHOWDOWNDISPLAYS.COM

All transactions and payments are processed in US Dollars. Canadian pricing shown for 
informational purposes only. Pricing subject to change with the current exchange rate. Pricing 
published at 1.4 exchange rate.

ASI: 87188    PPAI: 254687    SAGE: 67383    UPIC: SHOWDOWN

Setup fee: $20.00(G); no setup fee on orders placed via our website; see page 210 in 2024 Product Guide for details. View current graphic templates, assembly videos and instructions on our website.
Prices are subject to change; visit showdowndisplays.com for the most current pricing. Valid 2024.

Indoor Surface Grip
Item # Description Product Wt. 1 2-5 6-11 12-24

259069 12" Circle  (Set of 3) 0.05 lb. 70.49 68.39 66.29 64.12

259089 12" Circle  (Set of 6) 0.1 lb. 136.71 132.58 128.52 124.39

259068 18" Circle  (Set of 6) 0.2 lb. 174.44 169.26 163.94 158.76

CAD MSRP (C)

Outdoor Surface Tac
Item # Description Product Wt. 1 2-5 6-11 12-24

259092 12" Circle  (Set of 3) 0.4 lb. 114.52 111.09 107.66 104.23

259093 12" Circle  (Set of 6) 0.8 lb. 221.90 215.18 208.60 201.88

259094 18" Circle  (Set of 6) 1 lb. 404.95 392.70 380.80 368.55

CAD MSRP (C)

encourage requested distancing with these circle-shaped decals


